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REAL-TIME POSITION TRACKING
GeoWalk™

Anytime-Anywhere positioning, even when GPS is not available or a document is not geolocated.
(Patent pending)

GPS: Global Positioning Systems

Support for satellite GPS, A-GPS, WPS, etc.
Support for geo-located DWG documents (automatically reads GPS coordinates)
Specify drawing unit settings for more accurate location (enhanced GPS)

SPS: Sensor Positioning System

Uses built-in sensors, including accelerometers, gyros, and compass, to determine position and
orientation. (Patent pending)

GeoNudge™

Allows you to dramatically increase the positional accuracy by moving position indicator to exact
location. (Patent pending)

GPS/SPS View Facing Direction Option (on/off)

Drawings rotate based on physical viewing direction (like car GPS)

DOCUMENTING FEATURES

GeoMark™

Intelligent markers and links that are auto-located and oriented

Number of GeoMarks per drawing
Content types include:
Photos
Videos
Audio/Dictation
Text
CAD drawing data

Markup layer automatically created containing GeoMarks so original file is protected and
undisturbed
GeoMark Search
Content Manager allows you to create, name, edit, remove, and import content
Content Viewer allows you to view and organize content for optimal reporting
Import and Export video and photos to/from camera roll
Skype® and FaceTime®

Now everyone can be present via real-time video chat with team members anywhere in the world

MARKUP FEATURES
AutoShapes™: Draw rough shapes with your fingertips and TurboSite will automatically refine to
accurate:
Circles
Rectangles
Polygons
Orthogonal lines

Rotate, stretch, make parallel, create rhombus, grip edit to make corners 90 degrees
Ellipse grip to convert to circle or change major/minor axes
Smoothly create practically any shaped revision cloud, including L-shapes
Redmark Tools for 2D and 3D: Markup 2D and 3D objects using:

2D Only

Line
Circle
Rectangle
Revision Cloud
Highlighter
Multiline Text (including 15 degree polar rotation for more precise placement)
Rectangular multiline text box and leader
Snap to Objects, Rotation (including a magenta node), and Control Points
Inquiry Tools:
Distance/Dimension (including 15 degree polar rotation)
Angle
Perimeter
Area
Other Markup Highlights:
3D PDF Markup
Text tags for all markup objects
Layer Manager - Turn layers on/off, invert layers, turn all layers on/off
Layout support - View model space and paper space layouts in your drawing
Create screen shots of drawings and markups

2D/3D VIEWING FEATURES

Unique 3D Features:
Support for 3D PDF (U3D)
Arrows, text, dimensions, and markup objects always face forward regardless of 3D rotation
("FaceMe")
Arrow leaders snap to 3D objects, allowing them to lock and orbit in 3D correctly
Materials Support:
View 3D drawing files that have materials assigned to them
Includes color values, transparency, and lights
Viewing Features:
Lightning-fast 2D and 3D environment
Smooth multi-touch navigation; Pan, zoom, & 3D orbit effortlessly around document
A variety of visual styles include:
Wireframe
Hidden line
X-Ray
Grayscale
Realistic (materials)
Shaded
Shaded with edges
... and more
Adjust edge color range from white-gray-black
Adjust x-ray transparency factor
Isometric view
Option to use default or model lights (if any in drawing)
Option to render both inside and outside model (force two-sided rendering)

Custom perspective view - View 3D models in realistic perspective angles with ability to view in
human eye perspective or choose specific camera lens sizes in mm

AutoCAD® SHX font support - Native SHX font support to view localized or custom SHX fonts in
your drawing file
TrueType font support - Improved visual fidelity with native TTF font file support to view True Type
Fonts in your drawing file
Supports AutoCAD linetypes - Maintain visual fidelity as intended

CUSTOMIZED USAGE

Restore saved AutoCAD views - Quickly display the best vision of your design
Tactile sound feedback - Sound confirmation for button and UI item selection
Autosense for 2D or 3D drawings - Option to automatically set appropriate gesture navigation of a
drawing or model
Turn on/off 2D/3D autosense navigation - Option to use two fingers to 3D rotate/tumble or constrain
orbit and/or force 2D navigation pan mode
Units setting for architectural, engineering, scientific, decimal, and fractional display measurements
Units setting for imperial and metric linear measurements (drawing, micro inches, thous, inches,
feet, yards, miles, angstroms, nanometers, microns, millimeters, centimeters, decimeters, meters,
decameters, hectometers, kilometers, gigameters, astronomical, lightyears, and parsecs)
Units setting for angular measurements (degrees, degminsec, grads, and radians)
Text auto-sizes based on specified percentage
Unique time-savers - Able to navigate full-screen preview during file load; Cancel errant file load
Control size and resolution of rich media (photos, video) saved with GeoMarks
No in-App Advertising

REPORTS
Automatic Field Report Generation
Immediately view and share using custom PDF reports both in print and electronically. Geodata,
time, date, location, and weather conditions are automatically logged and recorded. All notes,
GeoMarks, markups, pictures, videos, and audio are chronologically categorized. Table of Contents
is auto-generated and page numbers are linked. Mirror the field report standard you use today via
custom report creation
Immediately view and share using free TurboSite Reader
Immediately view and share using any mobile or desktop browser (HTML)
HTML reports include support for multiple layout sheets in DWG files

FILE SHARING, INTEROPERABILITY, AND LOCALIZATION
Save
File Management:
Create sub-folders
Cut/Copy/Paste/Rename files and folders
Diagnostic for missing xref and fonts
TAP (TurboApps) file format consolidates disparate file and content types and assembles into a
single, portable file to ease distribution, sharing, and archiving

Read-only / cannot
save

Native Support:
DWG (including AutoCAD 2013)
DXF
DWF and DWFx (now reads larger files faster with improved visual fidelity)
PDF
3D PDF (U3D, including Bluebeam generated files)
Cloud Support:
2CD
3DM
3DS
ASAT
CGM
DCD
DGN
EPS
FCW
IGS
OBJ
PLT
SAT
SKP
STEP
STL
STP
TCW
WRZ
DropBox Support
Box.com Support

Note: Sign up with TurboSite and receive 10GB of free storage space

Support for the following languages:

Subset

Chinese (simplified), Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, French, German, Italian, Japanese,
Norwegian, Polish, Russian, Spanish, Swedish, and Turkish

SUPPORT
Free Forum
Online Help System
iPad
iPhone
Android
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